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Question: 1 
   
Your company wants to notify the external system when there is a high possibility that an order is going 
to be delayed. Which four steps are required to invoke the external system connector to notify that an 
order is going to be delayed? (Choose four.) 
 
A. Set up the Jeopardy threshold for the orchestration process task. 
B. Create a routing rule for the orchestration process task. 
C. Set up the lead time for the orchestration steps in the orchestration process definition. 
D. Enable a business event trigger point for Jeopardy and associate the connector. 
E. Set up the Use Defined Lead time in the Available To Promise Rule. 
F. Register the web service connector. 
 

Answer: A,B,C,D     
 

Question: 2 
   
The warehouse manager of your company wants manual intervention to handle the allocated materials 
and to backorder the sales order lines in case of any physical discrepancies in the stock before pick 
confirmation. The warehouse manager wants to enforce manual picking followed by auto ship 
confirmation based on the picked quantity without any further manual intervention. What is the correct 
shipment configuration to meet this requirement? 
 
A. Disable Auto Confirm Picks, select the check box "Create Shipments," and schedule the Confirm 
Shipment process. 
B. Disable Auto Confirm Picks and select the check box "Create Shipments" in Pick Wave Release Rule. 
C. Disable Auto Confirm Picks, deselect the check box "Create Shipments," and schedule the Confirm 
shipment process. 
D. Disable Auto Confirm Picks, deselect the check box "Create Shipments," and schedule the Create 
Shipment process. 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 3 
   
Available to promise rules are. 
 
A. System assigned base upon the item type, cumulative lead time and un consumed forecast 
B. Seeded using APICS conventions 



C. User defined using a matrix of selectable criteria 
D. User defined in the global order promising module 
E. User defined in order management module 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 4 
   
Your company is in the business of selling kitchen appliances. Which three entities can you include while 
defining pricing rules that control how Oracle Pricing Cloud calculates the price for each time? 
 
A. Pricing Profile 
B. Pricing Strategy 
C. Discount List 
D. Cost List 
E. Shipping change lists 
 

Answer: B,C,D     
 

Question: 5 
   
What are the three future types of supply planned orders that GOP can consider? (Choose three.) 
 
A. Make Planned Order 
B. Rework Planned Orders 
C. Buy Planned Orders 
D. Scrap Planned Orders 
E. Transfer Planned Orders 
 

Answer: A,C,E     
 

Question: 6 
   
Which three statements are true about the Visual Information Builder interface? (Choose three.) 
 
A. In the Visual Information Builder interface, you create external interface routing rules by using the 
"Manage External Integration Routing Rules for Sales Orders" page 
B. In the Visual Information Builder interface, you create external interface routing rules by using the 
Manage External Integration Routing Rules page. 
C. The Visual Information Builder interface is a simplified drag-and-drop rule editor. 
D. Pre-transformation rules and external integration routing rules can be created by using the Visual 
Information Builder interface. 



E. Post-transformation rules and external integration routing rules can be created by using the Visual 
Information Builder interface. 
 

Answer: B,C,E     
 

Question: 7 
   
Which three statements are true about the Extensible Flexfields setup for order capture integration? 
(Choose three.) 
 
A. The XLST "Copy-of" feature dynamically maps the input Extensible Flexfield to the Order Management 
entities and the Extensible Flexfield Order Management entity to the SDO/custom node only for the 
Decomposition (Sales Order Integration), Template Task Layer, and Fulfillment Task Layer. 
B. If the extensible attributes need to be passed to or received from downstream applications, the 
values must be passed in the payload structure. 
C. The XLST "Copy-of" feature dynamically maps the input Extensible Flexfield to the Order Management 
entities and the Extensible Flexfield Order Management entity to the SDO/custom node for all Task 
Layers. 
D. If the attribute information will be provided during the import process, the values should be provided 
in the import web service payload structure. 
E. The Extensible Flexfield implementation requires customers to manually map incoming Extensible 
Flexfield data to all Order Management entities. 
 

Answer: A,B,D     
 

Question: 8 
   
Which Oracle Transactional Business Intelligence subject area should you use to build an online custom 
port that shows the number of orchestration orders for a selected orchestration process status? 
 
A. Distributed Order Orchestration - Process Instances Real Time 
B. Distributed Order Orchestration - Process Instances 
C. Distributed Order Orchestration - Fulfillment Lines Real Time 
D. Distributed Order Orchestration - Order Lines Real Time 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 9 
   
Which two attributes can you use to group shipment lines into a single shipment? (Choose two.) 
 
A. Item 



B. Carrier 
C. Ship-to location 
D. Sales Order 
E. FOB 
 

Answer: C,E     
 

Question: 10 
   
Identify two tasks that are used to set up statuses in the orchestration process configuration in the 
Functional Setup Manager. (Choose two.) 
 
A. Manage Task Status Condition 
B. Manage Orchestration Status 
C. Manage Status Values 
D. Manage Orchestration Status Values 
 

Answer: A,C     
 


